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Introduction
Introduction
Today's enterprise network connects an ever-increasing number of devices that are constantly sending data back and forth.
Users around the globe demand 100 percent network uptime. Customers need constant access to data stored in the cloud. An
effective solution to address these pressures will possess the qualities of high scalability and fault tolerance. Ruckus Networks
provides multiple solutions to address these growing needs.

Overview
Ruckus Networks provides various design choices to tackle the needs of a growing enterprise network. The following three
choices provide high scalability and fault tolerance with reduced complexity and user interference:
•

Multi-Chassis Trunking (MCT)

•

Stacking

•

Campus Fabric

Let us briefly compare them with respect to ease of deployment and manageability, fault tolerance, and scalability.
FIGURE 1 Design Choices

Multi-Chassis Trunking (MCT)
Multi-Chassis Trunking (MCT) allows users to connect two Ruckus ICX 7850-32Q, ICX 7850-48F, or ICX 7850-48FS switches to form
a single logical unit known as a "cluster." Users can then physically split the ports of a single Link Aggregation Group (LAG) on a
third device (client) and connect them to the two Ruckus ICX 7850 switches that are part of the cluster. Configured in this way, the
cluster appears to be a single unit to the client and thus gives device-level fault tolerance and high network resiliency (explained
in detail in MCT Conceptualized on page 5 ). In a scaled cluster, users can connect up to 68 clients per cluster and achieve
~3000+ port count for endpoint connections, which is highly desirable in a large-scale deployment. MCT is based on spine and
leaf architecture, in which the spine is a high-end device such as the Ruckus ICX 7850-32Q and the leaf comprises other ICX
devices. This gives users a cost-effective, highly scaled solution.

Stacking
Stacking allows users to connect from 2 through 12 ICX devices of the same type to form a single logical unit known as a "stack."
Users can manage and configure the entire stack using just one IP address, which highly simplifies deployment and
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manageability. Stacking is based on the "Active-Standby" architecture wherein at any point in time there is only one device which
actively controls the entire stack. If the active device fails, a standby unit becomes the new active unit and provides fault
tolerance. A completely scaled stack of Ruckus ICX 7850-48F switches gives users a maximum of ~500 (1-, 10-, or 25-Gbps ports)
and ~70 (100-Gbps ports) for endpoint connections. This solution is suitable in a small-scale network.

Campus Fabric
Campus Fabric is similar to stacking, but users have the flexibility to connect different types of ICX devices and can scale to a
maximum of 36 units to form a single logical unit known as a "fabric." In a scaled fabric, users can deploy multiple Ruckus ICX
7750 switches or ICX 7650 switches and connect them to lower-end devices such as the Ruckus ICX 7150, ICX 7250, and ICX 7450
to achieve a cost-effective solution. This scaled fabric can give users ~1700 ports for endpoint connections, which is suitable for a
medium-scale network. This would give users a lot of 1-Gbps or 10-Gbps connectivity towards the end devices and 40-Gbps
connectivity towards the core network.

MCT Conceptualized
Multi-Chassis Trunking (MCT) allows users to build a redundant, highly available, load balanced, and highly resilient Active-Active
network at the distribution and core layers. MCT is supported on the Ruckus ICX 7850 and ICX 7750 switches. Using Ruckus ICX
7850 switches in an MCT configuration, users get all the benefits of a chassis device and more.
In the MCT configuration, any ICX device can physically connect to a pair of core switches, such as the Ruckus ICX 7850, using the
ports from the same Link Aggregation Group (LAG). By doing this, users can reap benefits such as load sharing and redundancy
from using a LAG and two separate devices. The pair of core switches are connected to each other to provide multiple data paths
in case of device-level failure. This link is called an Inter-Chassis Link (ICL). MCT overcomes well-known limitations found in an
STP-deployed traditional network. Such topologies require all the devices to run the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) to avoid any
Layer 2 network loops.
Known inherent STP issues:
•

Ports in a blocking state means wasted bandwidth

•

Slow convergence—6 to 15 seconds of traffic disruption in case of link or device failure

•

No load balancing because there is only one active path for data flow at any given time

MCT as a solution:
•

All the ports in an MCT topology are forwarding and thus provides efficient usage of network bandwidth

•

MCT inherits all the benefits of a LAG by providing multiple physical links to act as a single logical link; therefore traffic
disruption is in subseconds in case of link or device failure

•

Because MCT links are part of a LAG, data is load shared across all the member links, which makes the network balanced
and maintains the same level of resiliency with redundant paths available at all times

"Multi-Chassis Trunking (MCT) is a better alternative to traditional redundancy protocols"
In Figure 2, two Ruckus ICX 7850 switches are interconnected using a single link or a LAG known as an Inter-Chassis Link (ICL). A
Ruckus Networks proprietary protocol known as Cluster Communication Protocol (CCP) runs on the ICL and establishes a TCP
session to form a single logical device known as a "cluster." The ICL is configured to be a tagged member of a dedicated VLAN
known as a "session VLAN," which provides a secure control path for all control packet exchanges between the two Ruckus ICX
7850 switches. After the cluster is established, users can scale this network by adding any device known as a "client." A client can
be any ICX switch, server, storage solution, or third-party switch. Member ports of the dynamic LAG on the client are physically
split and connected to both the Ruckus ICX 7850 switches in the cluster, which results in two highly available, load balanced, and
redundant data paths to the cluster. In case a link between a client and one of theRuckus ICX 7850 switches in the cluster fails,
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MCT Conceptualized

connectivity is maintained through the other equally good and readily available link. Data is forwarded to the rest of the network
as if there was no network failure.
FIGURE 2 MCT Cluster-Client Topology

Similar to the ICL link, there is another physically connected link between the cluster devices known as a "keepalive." This backup
link plays a key role in maintaining proper functioning of the cluster in case of an ICL failure. If the ICL goes down, the two cluster
devices perform a per-client master/slave negotiation and all the physical ports on the slave device are administratively brought
down. This ensures continued network connectivity from the edge device to the rest of the network even during an ICL failure.
Keepalive link configuration is allowed only when the cluster is deployed in "Loose mode." Loose mode is described in
Consider the following guidelines while deploying a cluster and adding clients:
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•

The ICL can be a single or multiport static LAG only.

•

A device can be a member of only one cluster at a time.

•

Clients are connected to the cluster using only dynamic LAGs.

•

One or multiple clients can be part of a VLAN known as the MCT VLAN.

•

The ICL must be a tagged member of a session VLAN.

•

Maintain a separate physical link between the two cluster devices known as a "keepalive," which is a member of a
dedicated VLAN known as the "keepalive VLAN."

•

Control packets to synchronize all MAC entries between the two switches in a cluster are exchanged over the ICL on a
dedicated session VLAN. In case of an ICL failure, the keepalive VLAN maintains proper cluster functionality. The
keepalive VLAN is active only when the two cluster devices are not reachable over the session VLAN, and it does not
preform any MAC table packet exchanges.
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Efficient Data Forwarding Using MCT
Client Isolation Modes
An MCT cluster can be deployed in two different modes: Loose and Strict. These two modes differ in the way the client
connection to the cluster is handled in case of an ICL failure. By default, MCT is deployed in Loose mode.
Loose Mode
In Loose mode, the presence of a keepalive link determines how the cluster-client communication is handled when an ICL fails.
FIGURE 3 Loose Mode Operation

In Figure 3, if there is no keepalive link configured in the cluster, there is no way to exchange information between the cluster
devices. As a result, the two devices in the cluster start behaving like two separate devices and the users do not get any
advantages of MCT. This results in scenarios where data is sent to one of the cluster switches that has no further uplink
connectivity and, as a result, the packets are dropped. For example, in Figure 3, the next hop for switch A traffic is 1.1.1.1/24,
which is the IP address configured on switch B. ARP on switch A is resolved to reach the next hop using the LAG interface
(physically connected to switch B and switch C). Traffic flows from switch A towards the cluster is load balanced on all the
member ports of the LAG. So, some of the traffic flows from switch A are forwarded to switch C with the next hop set as
1.1.1.1/24. But the cluster switches are disconnected, and as a result switch C has no link to send this data towards switch B and
therefore all these packets are dropped on switch C. This is highly undesirable, and Ruckus Networks recommends configuring a
keepalive VLAN to avoid such network behavior.
If the ICL goes down in the presence of a keepalive link, the two cluster devices perform a per-client master/slave negotiation. For
each of the clients, one of the cluster devices is the master and the other is a slave. All the ports connected from the slave device
to that particular client are brought down administratively, ensuring that the traffic from the client is always forwarded to the
master cluster device and beyond. This sort of a behavior ensures that the network behaves in a known manner in case of any
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failure. As a result, the user has more control over the network and can rectify a problem while still maintaining an active data
flow path.
Strict Mode
In Strict mode, when the ICL goes down, all the client-connected interfaces are brought down on both the cluster devices and the
clients are completely isolated from the entire network. There is no data flow in the network until the ICL is restored. Also, there
is no concept of a keepalive link in Strict mode. Once the ICL is restored, all the ports are enabled automatically and go back to
behaving as a normal MCT network. This is a more conservative effort and the user must manually configure the cluster to be in
Strict mode before deploying.
FIGURE 4 Strict Mode Operation
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Mode

Advantages

Loose

•

Needs no user configuration

•

There is always a path from the
client to the cluster and beyond

•

In a well-designed network, a
cluster can work in master/slave
mode, carrying the entire traffic
load even when the ICL goes down

•

User can perform a live network
upgrade with minimal traffic
disruption when MCT is configured
along with VRRP-E and short-path
forwarding

Considerations
Based on the network design, there may be
traffic loss when the ICL goes down
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Mode

Advantages

Strict

Conservative approach, no risk of any
untoward behavior in the network due to loss
in ICL

Considerations
•

User must manually configure

•

The clients are completely isolated
from the network when the ICL goes
down

•

User cannot perform a live network
upgrade without causing a
complete traffic disruption

MCT in a Traditional Network
MCT is an alternate solution to the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) which provides Active-Active connectivity. In a traditional
network, which needs client-client physical connection apart from an MCT cluster, STP is configured to avoid network loops. MCT
must work along with STP to best suit the network. By default, STP is disabled on MCT, but STP BPDUs are hardware forwarded
and the required loop-free topology can be achieved.
FIGURE 5 MCT with STP Running on Client Devices

In Figure 5, if all the Ruckus ICX 7650 links are part of the same VLAN, then there is a Layer 2 loop in the network (as shown on
the right side). To avoid any Layer 2 loop, STP is run on the ICX 7650 switches. The MCT cluster acts as passthrough for the STP
BPDUs and one of the client ports is moved to blocking mode.

MCT with Layer 3 Protocols
IP routing protocols such as BGP and OSPF are supported over a Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) instance in an MCT cluster.
Beginning with FastIron 08.0.70, user-defined VRFs are supported on MCT. Prior to FastIron 08.0.70, MCT supported routing only
on the default VRF. Presently, there is no support for IPv6 routing over an MCT network. VRF allows multiple instances of routing
tables to coexist. A service provider can cater to multiple clients by keeping the routing information separate for each client, and
different clients can use similar or overlapping IP addresses without fear of information being sent out to devices other than
their own.
Layer 3 traffic destined to MCT clients follows normal IP routing but requires a dynamic trunk (LACP) to be configured on the MCT
client. The client routes traffic towards its next hop, which can be either one of the MCT cluster devices. If ECMP is deployed on
the client, each MCT device can be a possible next hop and provide Layer 3 load balancing. Because the link on the MCT client is
already a dynamic LAG, the traffic is subjected to Layer 2 load balancing at the port level and for some of the streams the traffic
sent out with next hop as one of the MCT devices can reach it directly or through the cluster peer. Almost 50 percent of the traffic
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forwarded from the MCT client can pass through the ICL. Users must consider this fact while designing the network because the
ICL can become a bottleneck for the entire network.
In case one of the MCT devices fails, Layer 3 traffic is not lossless. This is because each MCT cluster device forms its own
adjacency. When one of the devices goes down, Layer 3 reconvergence is required, which results in traffic loss.

VRRP-E over MCT to Achieve In-Service Software Upgrade (ISSU)
While MCT provides Layer 2 redundancy, Ruckus recommends using VRRP-E for Layer 3 redundancy. MCT, along with VRRP-E,
helps solve the issue of a single point of failure for both Layer 2 and Layer 3 traffic.
FIGURE 6 MCT with VRRP-E

In Figure 6, VRRP-E is enabled on both the cluster devices. Based on predefined parameters, one of the peers acts as a master
and the other as a backup. In a simple VRRP deployment, the traffic that reaches the backup device is switched to the master
over the ICL and the master routes it back to the backup device which is then forwarded to the router upstream. But this data
flow over the ICL creates a bottleneck in the network. To overcome this inefficient behavior, Ruckus recommends enabling shortpath forwarding on both the master as well as the backup devices. With short-path forwarding, the backup devices can directly
route the traffic upstream instead of switching the traffic over the ICL.
For example, in Figure 6, a data stream from two different end devices reaches Switch1. The link between Switch1 and the cluster
being a LAG balances the load on its physical link and forwards one of the streams to the master and the other to the backup.
Because short-path forwarding is enabled, both the peers can route the traffic to the upstream device provided they both have
the route already established for that subnet. This ensures an efficient, load balanced Layer 2 and Layer 3 traffic forwarding.
Users can perform ISSU of the network using VRRP-E over MCT byconsulting the following steps:
1.
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Configure MCT client isolation to operate in Loose mode.
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2.

Enable routing on interfaces connecting both the MCT peers to the upstream router.

3.

Enable VRRP-E with short-path forwarding on both the peers.

4.

Upgrade and reload the MCT peer that happens to be the VRRP-E backup device.

5.

After a successful upgrade, change the backup priority of this peer to make it a VRRP-E master.

6.

Upgrade and reload the other MCT peer.

When one of the MCT peers is upgrading, the locally connected physical ports towards the client are brought down. But because
the link between the client and the cluster is a LAG, the traffic is switched to the active ports and sent to the other peer which is
still up and running. The active peer has all the required routes because of VRRP-E and is fully capable of forwarding the traffic
upstream. As a result, the traffic loss due to ISSU is limited to the duration it takes to switch traffic from the inactive to active
client LAG ports. In this way, a user can perform with minimal downtime and traffic disruption in a large-scale network.

MCT Failover Scenarios
Two types of MCT failover scenarios can occur:
•

Client interface on one of the MCT devices goes down or MCT cluster device goes down

•

Multiple client link failures

Client Interface on One of the MCT Devices Goes Down or MCT Cluster Device Goes Down
FIGURE 7 MCT Client Interface or MCT Device Goes Down

In this scenario, if one of the client interfaces goes down, the traffic from that client switches to the other cluster device with
minimal traffic loss. If the MCT cluster device undergoes a reboot or power failure, then traffic from all the clients is switched to
the active peer device. This failover mechanism ensures that the traffic disruption is minimal.
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Multiple Client Link Failures
FIGURE 8 MCT Handling Multiple Client Link Failures

In this scenario, there is continuous traffic from switch A to switch D. The traffic path is switch A to switch B to switch D. For
example, if the link between switch A and switch B fails, then the traffic is switched to the other active member of the LAG and
thus it reaches switch C. For a brief moment, the traffic is sent over the ICL to reach switch B and then switch D. But the cluster
devices exchange control packets to sync their MAC tables and then the traffic from switch A to switch D will look like switch A to
switch C to switch D. Now if there is a failure on the link between switch C and switch D, then the traffic from switch C is sent to
switch B over the ICL and switch B will forward it to switch D. Thus, the new flow will look like switch A to switch C to switch B to
switch D. In this case, the ICL is carrying all the control packets as well as the data packets for end-to-end communication.
Therefore, users must use a higher bandwidth ICL link to accommodate such network failures. This shows that a MCT network
can handle multiple link failures at the same time without compromising on traffic forwarding.
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Large Campus Networks
Large Campus Networks Overview
Different topologies offer different usages and advantages. The two main topologies are "Single tier" and "Two tier." As the
names suggest, there are one or two levels of an MCT cluster, which provide scaling for different requirements.

Single-Tier MCT Architecture
Single-tier MCT deploys a single level of an MCT cluster which connects to multiple MCT clients. These clients provide costeffective solutions with high port density to connect all the edge devices to the network.

Recommended Configuration
•

Use the Ruckus ICX 7850-48F or ICX 7850-48FS as the MCT cluster device.

•

Configure a dynamic LAG between the cluster devices and have a keepalive VLAN for the backup link.

•

MCT clients can be
Ruckus ICX 7150, ICX 7250, ICX 7450, ICX 7650, and ICX 7750 switches.

•

A client can be a single device or a stack (12 units maximum per stack).

•

Multi-Gig client ports are connected to edge devices and each client has a multilink dynamic LAG uplink connection to
the Ruckus ICX 7850 switches.

•

Use the Ruckus ICX 7850-48FS as the MCT cluster device to provide a secure campus network using MACsec.

•

All connections from MCT cluster to the clients, clients to edge device is configured as a Layer 2 network

•

The cluster connects to the core device as a Layer 3 link. VRRP-E with short-path forwarding is enabled to provide Layer 3
redundancy.
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FIGURE 9 Single-Tier MCT Cluster Topology

Key Advantages
•

In case of a single cluster device failure, there is still an equally good path for traffic from the edge device to get to the
core.

•

Because the link from the client to the cluster is a LAG, a link failure will switch traffic to the active link within
subseconds.

•

Because all the links are active in an MCT deployment, traffic flows from edge devices are load balanced at the cluster
level. This maximizes the overall network bandwidth usage and improves scalability due to efficient usage of port
capacity. This maximizes the return on investment for the customer.

•

MCT clients with Multi-Gig ports connect to edge devices at speeds of 1 or 2.5 Gbps. These clients have 10-Gbps uplink
LAGs to the Ruckus ICX 7850-48F or ICX 7850-48FS.

•

To scale this network, connect and configure low-cost MCT clients, which in turn connect to many edge devices.

Two-Tier MCT Architecture
Two-tier MCT deploys two levels of an MCT cluster which connects to multiple MCT clients. Adding another level of MCT futureproofs the network to scale to very large port density. There are multiple paths available for data from end devices to the core
network. This ensures that the network is highly available and load balanced.

Recommended Configuration
•

Use the Ruckus ICX 7850-32Q or ICX 7850-48FS as MCT Cluster 1.

•

Use the Ruckus ICX 7850-48F as MCT Cluster A and Cluster B, or use the Ruckus ICX 7750 to lower the cost.

•

Clients can be Ruckus
ICX 7150, ICX 7250, ICX 7450, and ICX 7650 switches.
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•

Cluster A and Cluster B can be scaled to 50-plus clients each.

•

Fifty such Cluster As can be added as clients to Cluster 1.

•

Connect multiple storage devices or servers as clients to Cluster 1 with high-capacity links.

FIGURE 10 Two-Tier MCT Cluster Topology

Key Advantages
•

Adding the second layer of MCT clusters adds another level of redundancy and load balancing.

•

The user can replicate an existing single MCT network and connect it to the top MCT cluster level to scale the network
easily.

•

Clients can be directly connected to the top level of an MCT cluster.

•

Servers can act as MCT clients to the top level and as a result become highly available to the rest of the network as it
eliminates a single point of failure.

•

Layer 3 redundancy is achieved using VRRP-E, and with short-path forwarding enabled, the entire network can be
upgraded easily with minimal traffic disruption.

•

There is an increased density of 10-Gbps ports to build large core and distribution networks.
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Conclusion

Conclusion
MCT is not merely a feature but a way to architect a large-scale network. MCT increases High Availability (HA) with multiple
redundant paths for data forwarding and it is highly resilient against network device or link failures. The Active-Active
architecture eliminates bottlenecks in enterprise networks and makes efficient use of network bandwidth, thus maximizing the
return on investment for valued customers. Popularly used Layer 3 protocols such as OSPF and BGP are supported over MCT.
Layer 3 redundancy is achieved when MCT is paired with VRRP-E. Users can start with any-sized network and can scale easily to
large port counts when needed. In case of multi-level redundant architecture, the topology can be expanded by replicating a
smaller single-tier cluster. This allows great growth of the network without increasing the footprint as is traditionally done by
chassis solutions. Also as a result of MCT benefits, the total cost of ownership is drastically reduced.
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